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Chapter 1

THE SPACECRAFT CONTROL PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction

In present day and future space missions, accurate spacecraft attitude control is a necessity. Before any photographs can be taken, instrument sighting performed, or trajectory corrections made the orientation of the spacecraft must be known and the desired attitude obtained. If solar cells are a source of power the solar panels must be pointed toward the sun. Radio communication is more efficient over interplanetary distances if highly directional antennas are used. Here again, proper vehicle orientation is required. To simulate artificial gravity in manned space stations a controlled angular rate about one axis is desired, while driving the angular rates about the other two axes to zero. The above indicate the importance of control systems aboard a space vehicle.

Generally there are three different phases to the attitude control problem. First, there is the acquisition phase. Large vehicle angular rates obtained during spacecraft-booster separation or after a large disturbance must be reduced, and the craft brought to its proper orientation with respect to the reference frame. Secondly, there is the problem of rotating the vehicle through large angles about its axes to a new desired orientation. Finally, there is the problem of holding the craft in correct position once the desired attitude is obtained.

The type of control system to be designed is highly dependent upon the vehicle configuration and the mission functions. For many missions it is necessary for the vehicle to have its orientation controlled relative to some
celestial body, such as the sun, the earth or some star. In some cases where long lifetime, high reliability and attitude accuracy within a few degrees is desired, a simple passive control method can be used. A passive system is a control system where the controlling forces are generated by an interaction of the physical shape of the vehicle and the fields present, such as the gravity field.

In cases where high pointing accuracy is required an active control system is necessary. This system consists of some attitude sensing device, a torque producing device, and the associated electronics. This paper will be primarily concerned with the design of an active control system for holding the desired vehicle angular rates during small disturbances.

1.2 Problem Definition

In an earth-orbiting manned space station gravity will be simulated by having a controlled constant angular rate about one of the vehicle axes. If the angular rates about the remaining two axes are not kept near zero, the vehicle will undergo a "wobbling" motion causing undesirable acceleration in the station.

Various disturbance torques will always be acting upon a space station while it is in orbit. Turning on and off rotating machinery, crew motion, gravity gradient torques, meteorite collisions, and impacts with docking vehicles all produce torques about the vehicle axes. These torques will produce undesirable angular rates about the axes, thus making a rate control system necessary.

The function of the rate control system to be investigated in the following chapters will be to drive the angular rates about the $\vec{\Omega}_V$ and $\vec{v}_V$
axes to zero, assuming the rate about the $\hat{x}_v$ axis is held constant. The specific example to be used is the Manned Orbital Space Station (MOSS) having the parameters:

\[
I_x = I_z = 9.1 \times 10^6 \text{ slug-feet}^2 \\
I_x = 16.7 \times 10^6 \text{ slug-feet}^2 \\
\omega_{x_0} = \frac{1}{3} \text{ radians/second} \\
2J_r \Omega = 5 \times 10^4 \text{ slug-feet}^2/\text{second}
\]

The spin rate, $\omega_{x_0}$, will produce a $1/4$ G artificial gravity field in the living area of the station. Shuttle space vehicles will be docked symmetrically to the station to avoid high products of inertia. Because of the high frequency of occurrence of the disturbance torques and the requirement for continued control, momentum exchange devices were chosen over a mass expulsion system to produce the correcting torques.

It should be noted that attitude control of a spinning space vehicle cannot be obtained with momentum exchange devices, because the vector sum of the momenta of the control device and the vehicle is a constant when no external torques are applied. Therefore a mass expulsion control system must be used for attitude control. The above mentioned attitude control system will not be investigated, but attitude changes will be recorded for use by such a system.

The general form of the rate control system to be investigated is shown in Figure 1. The problem is to determine the proper feedback parameters to obtain the desired system performance.
Figure 1

Block diagram of a manned space station control system.
Chapter 2
THE SYSTEM EQUATIONS

In this chapter the equations to be used for modeling the system will be derived. Section 2.1 discusses Euler's Dynamical Equations and the various coordinate systems required. In Section 2.2 the equations for the gyrotorquer controllers and for the vehicle are developed. Initially the equations for a single gyro are obtained, and then those for a twin gyro pair acting together. The equations describing the spacecraft attitude are defined in Section 2.3.

2.1 Euler's Dynamical Equations and Coordinate Axes

To define the system equations Euler's Dynamical Equations, or Newton's laws in rotating coordinates, must be used. Considering a set of inertial coordinates, the rotational motion is governed by

\[ \vec{\tau} = \frac{d\vec{L}}{dt}, \]  

(2.1)

where \( \vec{\tau} \) is the vector sum of the torques acting on the vehicle, and \( \vec{L} \) is the total angular momentum of the vehicle about its center of mass. In many cases a more convenient set of axes to use is the vehicle axes which are not necessarily inertial.

It can be shown that for non-inertial coordinates the torque equation in matrix form becomes [2]

\[ \vec{\tau} = \dot{\vec{L}} + \vec{P}, \]  

(2.2)
and for non-varying moments of inertia it simplifies to

\[ \tau = J \dot{\omega} + P J \omega, \]  

(2.3)

where \( \tau^T = [\tau_1 \tau_2 \tau_3] \) is the torque about the non-inertial coordinate axes. \( \omega^T = [\omega_1 \omega_2 \omega_3] \) represents the angular rates about the non-inertial coordinate axes.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -\omega_3 & \omega_2 \\ \omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\ -\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

is a 3x3 matrix.

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix} J_{11} & J_{12} & J_{13} \\ J_{21} & J_{22} & J_{23} \\ J_{31} & J_{32} & J_{33} \end{bmatrix}
\]

is a 3x3 matrix.

The diagonal terms of the \( J \) matrix are the moments of inertia, and the off-diagonal terms are the products of inertia.

The following sections are concerned with four three-dimensional, right-handed orthogonal coordinate systems, each dimension being represented by

\( X_i, Y_i, \) and \( Z_i, \)

where

\( i = I, R, V, G \)

for inertial, reference, vehicle, and gyro-gimbal coordinates respectively. It is assumed that the four coordinate systems have the same origin and have only angular rates with respect to each other.

To simplify the problem somewhat we assume that the vehicle is in a circular orbit such that \( \hat{X}_I \) and \( \hat{X}_R \) are coincident, \( \hat{X}_R \) is always tangent to the
orbit direction, and $\hat{\mathbf{r}}$ is pointing toward the earth center (see Figure 2).

For a vehicle traveling at a constant speed the angular rate of the reference frame with respect to the inertial frame is

$$
\Omega_{e} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
\omega_0
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(2.4)

where $\omega_0 = 2\pi/T$ radians/second is a constant, and $T$ is the period of the orbit in seconds. Also, for simplification, it is assumed that the gyro and vehicle centers of mass are at the same point. This point is chosen as the origin of the coordinate systems. The vehicle and gyro-gimbal principal axes are used for the coordinate axes, thus eliminating the product of inertia terms from $J$.

2.2 The Gyrotorquer Equations

The momentum exchange devices chosen for the control problem are twin gyrotorquers [3]. In general, a pair of gyros will have its momentum exchange axis along each of the vehicle axes. Thus three pairs of gyros will be required. The basic principle used in employing a momentum exchange device for vehicle control is that the total external torque is equal to the rate of change of the total angular momentum of the vehicle with respect to the inertial axes. When no external torques are present, if the angular momentum of any part of the vehicle is changed, by the law of conservation of angular momentum the remainder of the vehicle will change its momentum so the total angular momentum remains constant. When using gyrotorquers this change in momentum can be obtained by moving the direction of the gyro spin axis.

To obtain the equations required, first consider a single gyro mounted in a vehicle on the $\hat{\mathbf{v}}$ axis. A gyro-gimbal coordinate system is fixed to the
Figure 2
Configuration of reference coordinates.
gimbal and is denoted by \((\hat{X}_G, \hat{Y}_G, \hat{Z}_G)\). The rotor is driven at an angular speed \(\Omega_y\) by an electric motor and is assumed to be perfectly balanced and symmetrical. The chassis supporting the gyro is fixed to the vehicle and thus fixed in the vehicle axes \((\hat{X}_V, \hat{Y}_V, \hat{Z}_V)\). The gimbal is free to rotate about the \(\hat{X}_G\) axis which is fixed and coincident with the \(\hat{X}_V\) axis. The gimbal rotation is represented by the angle \(\beta\), see Figure 3. Angle \(\beta\) is taken to be positive when rotated about the \(\hat{X}_G\) axis in the sense of the right hand rule. The angle \(\beta\) is controlled by the motor shown in Figure 3.

Finally, the relationship between the gyro-gimbal coordinates and the vehicle coordinates must be found. This conversion can be represented by a matrix defined as \(C_{GV}\), where a vector defined in gyro-gimbal coordinates, \(\hat{A}_G\), can be converted to a vector in the vehicle coordinates, \(\hat{A}_V\), by the operation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{XV} \\
A_{YV} \\
A_{ZV}
\end{bmatrix} = C_{GV}
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{XG} \\
A_{YG} \\
A_{ZG}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2.5)

To determine \(C_{GV}\), the following observations are made from Figure 3. Because the \(\hat{X}_V\) axis and the \(\hat{X}_G\) axis are coincident, it is noted that the \(\hat{Y}_G\), \(\hat{Y}_V\), \(\hat{Z}_G\), and \(\hat{Z}_V\) axes all lie in the same plane which is perpendicular to the \(\hat{X}_G\) and \(\hat{X}_V\) axes. Figure 4 is drawn such that the above determined plane is the plane of the page.
Figure 3
Configuration of a single gyro [4].
Figure 4

Transformation between the gyro-gimbal coordinates and the vehicle coordinates.

From the figure, the following relations can be determined for some vector $\vec{A}$:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{xv} \\
A_{yv} \\
A_{zv}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \sin\beta & \cos\beta \\
0 & -\cos\beta & \sin\beta
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
A_{xG} \\
A_{yG} \\
A_{zG}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(2.6)

where

$$
C_{GV} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \sin\beta & \cos\beta \\
0 & -\cos\beta & \sin\beta
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.7)
From Figure 4 it is clear that the relative velocity between the vehicle frame and the gyro-gimbal frame is $\hat{\beta}_G$.

To determine the gyrotorquer equations Euler's Dynamical Equations must be applied to the gimbal.

$$T_G = \begin{bmatrix} I_G + P_L \end{bmatrix}, \quad (2.2)$$

where $T_G^T = [\tau_{XG} \tau_{YG} \tau_{ZG}]$ is a vector containing the component torques applied to the gimbal, with respect to the gimbal coordinate axes. $L_G = [L_{XG} L_{YG} L_{ZG}]$ is the gyro-gimbal assembly angular momentum vector in the gimbal coordinate axes. For this case the matrix

$$P = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -\omega_{ZG} & \omega_{YG} \\ \omega_{ZG} & 0 & -\omega_{XG} \\ -\omega_{YG} & \omega_{XG} & 0 \end{bmatrix},$$

where the $\omega$'s are the components of the gimbal angular velocity expressed in the gimbal coordinate system.

The gimbal angular momentum vector is composed of two parts: the momentum due to the angular rates of the gimbal itself and the angular momentum of the spinning gyro rotor. The gyro-gimbal coordinates are chosen such that they are the principle axes. Therefore the gimbal angular momentum vector can be represented by

$$L_G^{\text{GIM}} = J_G \omega_G, \quad (2.8)$$

where

$$J_G^{\text{GIM}} = \begin{bmatrix} J_X & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & J_Y & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & J_Z \end{bmatrix}.$$
and

\[ \mathbf{\omega}_G = \begin{bmatrix} \omega_{XG} \\ \omega_{YG} \\ \omega_{ZG} \end{bmatrix} \]

The angular momentum of the spinning rotor is simply

\[ \mathbf{L}_r = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ L_{Zr} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \Omega_r J_{rY} \end{bmatrix} , \]

where \( J_{rY} \) is the moment of inertia of the rotor, and \( \Omega_r \) is the rotor rate of spin. Adding the two vectors, the components of \( \mathbf{L}_G \) are obtained:

\[ L_{XG} = J_X \omega_{XG} \]
\[ L_{YG} = J_Y \omega_{YG} \]
\[ L_{ZG} = J_Z \omega_{ZG} + L_{Zr} \]

Assuming the moments of inertia are time independent, and the spin rate of the gyro rotor is a constant, the time rate of change of the gyro-gimbal assembly momentum vector becomes:

\[ L_{XG} = J_X \dot{\omega}_{XG} \]
\[ L_{YG} = J_Y \dot{\omega}_{YG} \]
\[ L_{ZG} = J_Z \dot{\omega}_{ZG} \]

The simplified form of Euler's Equations can then be applied

\[ \mathbf{L}_G = \frac{\partial \mathbf{\omega}_G}{\partial \mathbf{\omega}_G} + \mathbf{P}_L \]
Expanding (2.11) gives the following results:

\[
\tau_{xG} = J_X \hat{w}_{xG} - (J_Y - J_Z) \omega_{yG} \omega_{zG} + \omega_{yG} L zr
\]

\[
\tau_{yG} = J_Y \hat{w}_{yG} - (J_Z - J_X) \omega_{xG} \omega_{zG} - \omega_{xG} L zr
\]

\[
\tau_{zG} = J_Z \hat{w}_{zG} - (J_X - J_Y) \omega_{xG} \omega_{yG} .
\]

\(\omega_G\) can be expressed in terms of \(\omega_Y\) and \(\dot{\beta}\) by

\[
\omega = C_{GV}^{-1} \omega_Y + 0
\]

Inverting the matrix \(C_{GV}\) of (2.7) and expanding (2.13) to obtain \(\omega_G\) gives

\[
\dot{\omega}_{xG} = \dot{\omega}_{xY} + \dot{\beta}
\]

\[
\dot{\omega}_{yG} = \dot{\omega}_{yY} \sin \beta - \omega_{zY} \cos \beta
\]

\[
\dot{\omega}_{zG} = \dot{\omega}_{zY} \cos \beta + \omega_{zY} \sin \beta .
\]

Then differentiate (2.14) to obtain \(\ddot{\omega}_G\),

\[
\ddot{\omega}_{xG} = \ddot{\omega}_{xY} + \ddot{\beta}
\]

\[
\ddot{\omega}_{yG} = \ddot{\omega}_{yY} \sin \beta + \dot{\beta} \omega_{yY} \cos \beta - \dot{\omega}_{zY} \cos \beta - \dot{\beta} \omega_{zY} \sin \beta
\]

\[
\ddot{\omega}_{zG} = \ddot{\omega}_{zY} \cos \beta - \dot{\beta} \omega_{zY} \sin \beta + \dot{\omega}_{zY} \sin \beta + \beta \omega_{zY} \cos \beta .
\]

Substituting (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.12), setting \(L_zr = J_{zr} \Omega_Y\), and

simplifying results in the equations:

\[
\tau_{xG} = J_X (\dot{\omega}_{xG} + \ddot{\beta}) + (\omega_{yY} \sin \beta - \omega_{zY} \cos \beta) J_{yY} \Omega_Y + (J_{zG} - J_{yG}) (\omega_{yY}^2 - \omega_{zY}^2) \sin \beta \cos \beta + \omega_{yY} \omega_{zY} (\sin^2 \beta - \cos^2 \beta) .
\]
\[ \tau_{YG} = J_Y (\dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta + \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YZV} \cos \beta + \dot{\omega}_{YZV} \sin \beta) \]
\[ + (J_X - J_Y) (\omega_{XV,YYV} \cos \beta + \omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta + \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta) \]
\[ + \dot{\omega}_{YZV} \sin \beta - (\omega_{XV} + \dot{\beta}) J_{Yt} \Omega_Y \]

\[ \tau_{ZG} = J_Z (\dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \cos \beta - \dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \sin \beta + \dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \sin \beta + \dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \cos \beta) \]
\[ + (J_Y - J_X) (\omega_{XV,ZZV} \sin \beta - \omega_{XV,ZZV} \cos \beta + \dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \sin \beta - \dot{\omega}_{ZZV} \cos \beta). \]

The above equations describe the torques defined in the gyro-gimbal coordinates due to one gyro mounted in the vehicle on the $\dot{\beta}$ axis. Before the torques from the two gyros can be added, the above torque equations must be transformed to the vehicle frame. Using the transformation

\[ \tau_V = C_{GV} \tau_G \]

and expanding, the torque equations in the vehicle coordinates become:

\[ \tau_{XG} = \tau_{XG} \]
\[ \tau_{YV} = J_Y [\dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta \omega_{YYV} \cos \beta \sin \beta + 2 \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \omega_{YZV} (\sin^2 \beta - \cos^2 \beta) + \omega_{YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta - \omega_{YZV} \cos \beta - \omega_{YZV} \sin \beta] \]
\[ + J_X (\omega_{XV,YYV} + \dot{\omega}_{YYV}) + J_Z [\omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta - \omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta] \]
\[ - 2 \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta \sin \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta - 2 \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \cos \beta \]
\[ + \omega_{YZV} \sin \beta \cos \beta - (\omega_{XV} + \dot{\beta}) J_{Yt} \Omega_Y \sin \beta \] (2.17)
\[ \tau_{ZV} = J_Y [\dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YYV} (\cos^2 \beta - \sin^2 \beta)] \]
\[ + \dot{\omega}_{YZV} \sin \beta \cos \beta - 2 \dot{\omega}_{YZV} \sin \beta \cos \beta \]
\[ + \omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta \omega_{XV,YYV} \cos \beta \sin \beta \]
\[ - J_X (\omega_{XV,YYV} + \dot{\omega}_{YYV}) + J_Z [\omega_{XV,YYV} \cos \beta - \dot{\omega}_{YYV} \sin \beta - \omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta] \]
\[ + \omega_{XV,YYV} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \omega_{XV,YYV} \cos \beta \sin \beta (\cos^2 \beta - \sin^2 \beta) \]
The configuration for a twin gyrotorquer unit on the $\hat{v}$ axis is shown in Figure 5. The two gimbals are driven by one motor producing a positive angular displacement for the lower gimbal and a negative angular displacement for the upper gimbal as shown. The gyro rotors are spinning in a manner such that the vector directions of the angular momenta are opposite. Thus the torque equation for the upper gyro can be found using (2.17) where $\beta$, $\dot{\beta}$, $\ddot{\beta}$, and $\Omega_Y$ are replaced by $-\beta$, $-\dot{\beta}$, $-\ddot{\beta}$, and $-\Omega_Y$ respectively.

The total torque, $T = [\tau_{XT} \tau_{YT} \tau_{ZT}]$, which is described in the vehicle coordinates is due to the twin gyro unit on the $\hat{v}$ axis. It can be found by adding the two torque equations in each of the three vector component directions, resulting in:

$$
\tau_{XT} = 2J_X \dot{w}_{XV} + 2(J_z - J_y) w_{YV} \omega_{ZV} (\sin^2 \beta - \cos^2 \beta) + 2J_{YV} \sin \beta J_Y \Omega_Y
$$

$$
\tau_{YT} = 2J_y (\dot{w}_{YV} \sin^2 \beta + 2\dot{\beta} \omega_{YV} \sin \beta \cos \beta - \omega_{XV} \omega_{ZV} \cos^2 \beta)
$$

$$
+ 2J_z (-\omega_{XV} \omega_{ZV} \sin^2 \beta - 2\dot{\beta} \omega_{YV} \cos \beta \sin \beta + \omega_{YV} \cos^2 \beta)
$$

$$
\tau_{ZT} = 2J_z (\dot{w}_{ZV} \cos^2 \beta - 2\dot{\beta} \omega_{ZV} \sin \beta \cos \beta + \omega_{XV} \omega_{YV} \sin^2 \beta)
$$

In general, a twin gyro unit is mounted on each of the vehicle axes. The torques produced about the vehicle axes by the remaining two gyro units can be found by a cyclic permutation of the subscripts and angles in (2.18).
Figure 5
Configuration for the twin gyrotorquer unit [4].
For the gyro unit on the $\hat{Z}_V$ axis the torques can be found by replacing the subscripts X, Y, Z, and the angle $\beta$ by Y, Z, X, and the angle $\gamma$ respectively. Similarly, for the gyro unit on the $\hat{X}_V$ axis the subscripts X, Y, Z, and the angle $\beta$ should be replaced by Z, X, Y, and the angle $\alpha$ respectively. Finally, the torque vector ($\mathbf{T}$) about the vehicle axis due to all three twin gyro units is defined as

$$\mathbf{T} = \mathbf{T}_X + \mathbf{T}_Y + \mathbf{T}_Z.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

Equations (2.18) and (2.19) will be simplified when the actual control system simulation is discussed in Chapter 3.

In a similar manner the vehicle dynamic equations can be found. Again Euler's Dynamical Equations must be written for the vehicle. Assuming the vehicle moments of inertia are constant, Euler's Equation is

$$\mathbf{I}_S \ddot{\mathbf{\omega}} = \mathbf{P}_N \mathbf{L}_S.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)

$\mathbf{I}_S$ is the total torque vector acting on the vehicle, expressed in the vehicle coordinates. $\mathbf{\omega}_V$ is the vehicle angular velocity vector with respect to the inertial axes, expressed in the vehicle coordinates. The principal axes of the spacecraft are chosen to be the vehicle coordinate axes. Therefore the moment of inertia matrix is

$$\mathbf{I}_S = \begin{bmatrix} I_X & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & I_Y & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & I_Z \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

The vehicle angular momentum vector is simply

$$\mathbf{L}_S = \mathbf{I}_N \mathbf{\omega}_V.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)
Expanding (2.20) gives

\[ \tau_{SX} = I_X \dot{\omega}_X - (I_Y - I_Z) \omega_Y \omega_Z \]

\[ \tau_{SY} = I_Y \dot{\omega}_Y - (I_Z - I_X) \omega_X \omega_Z \]

\[ \tau_{SZ} = I_Z \dot{\omega}_Z - (I_X - I_Y) \omega_X \omega_Y \]  

(2.23)

which are the final vehicle dynamic equations.

2.3 Definition of the Spacecraft Attitude

To obtain the actual attitude of the spacecraft, its orientation with respect to the reference axes must be defined. The attitude will be related to the angular rates of the spacecraft about the vehicle axes, \( \omega \). The method to be used here is that of defining the Euler angles by a sequence of three ordered rotations of the inertial axes. Beginning with the vehicle axes coincident with the reference axes, the vehicle axes are rotated about the inertial \( \hat{z}_I \) axis by an angle \( \varphi \). The new axes are shown in Figure 6a and are labeled \( \hat{z}', \hat{\eta}', \) and \( \hat{\xi}' (=\hat{z}_I) \). From the figure the following relationships can be found:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{z}' \\
\hat{\eta}' \\
\hat{\xi}'
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \varphi & \sin \varphi & 0 \\
-sin \varphi & \cos \varphi & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{z}_I \\
\hat{\eta}_I \\
\hat{\xi}_I
\end{bmatrix} =
A_I
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{z}_I \\
\hat{\eta}_I \\
\hat{\xi}_I
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.24)

Then a rotation about the \( \hat{\xi}' \) axis by an angle \( \theta \) gives the new axes shown in Figure 6b. These are labeled \( \hat{\eta}, \hat{\xi}, \) and \( \hat{z}' (=\hat{z}_I) \). The relationships from this figure are as follows:
Figure 6

Single plane Euler angle descriptions.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\zeta}' \\
\hat{\eta}' \\
\hat{\delta}'
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
0 & \cos\theta & \sin\theta \\
0 & -\sin\theta & \cos\theta
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\zeta} \\
\hat{\eta} \\
\hat{\delta}
\end{bmatrix} = A_2 \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\zeta}' \\
\hat{\eta}' \\
\hat{\delta}'
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.25)

Finally a rotation about the \( \hat{\delta} \) axis by an angle \( \phi \) gives the vehicle axes \( \hat{\chi}_v, \hat{\gamma}_v, \) and \( \hat{\zeta}_v \) shown in Figure 6c. The resulting matrix equation is found from this figure:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\chi}_v \\
\hat{\gamma}_v \\
\hat{\zeta}_v
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos\phi & \sin\phi & 0 \\
-sin\phi & \cos\phi & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\chi} \\
\hat{\gamma} \\
\hat{\zeta}
\end{bmatrix} = A_3 \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\chi}' \\
\hat{\gamma}' \\
\hat{\zeta}'
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (2.26)

\( \psi, \theta, \) and \( \phi \) are the Euler angles which define the orientation of the vehicle coordinate axes with respect to the reference coordinate axes. To relate a vector \( \mathbf{x} \) in the reference axes to the vehicle axes the transformation

\[
\mathbf{x}_v = A_3 A_2 A_1 \mathbf{x}_r = C_{RV} \mathbf{x}_r
\] (2.27)

where

\[
C_{RV} = A_3 A_2 A_1 = \\
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos\psi\cos\theta\sin\gamma & \cos\phi\sin\theta & \sin\phi\sin\theta \\
\sin\psi\cos\gamma - \cos\psi\sin\gamma & \cos\phi & \sin\phi \cos\psi \\
\sin\gamma & \sin\phi \sin\psi & \cos\phi \cos\psi
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.28)

is applied.

It is necessary to relate the Euler angles and the vehicle angular velocities, \( \omega_v \). Referring to Figure 7, it should be noted that \( \hat{\gamma}, \hat{\delta}, \) and \( \hat{\phi} \) are directed along \( \hat{\gamma}_r, \hat{\delta}, \) and \( \hat{\phi}_v \) respectively. Geometric resolution of the components of \( \hat{\gamma}, \hat{\delta}, \) and \( \hat{\phi} \) along the \( \hat{\gamma}_v, \hat{\delta}_v, \) and \( \hat{\phi}_v \) axes will determine \( \omega_x, \omega_y, \) and \( \omega_z \) respectively.
Figure 7
Multiple plane Euler angle description.
Considering first the angular rate $\omega_z$ about the $\hat{z}_v$ axis, note the following (refer to Figure 7 and Figure 8a):

1) $\dot{\theta}$ is perpendicular to $\hat{z}_v$.
2) $\dot{\phi}$ is parallel to $\hat{z}_v$.
3) $\dot{\gamma}$ is in the same plane as $\hat{z}_v$ and $\eta$.

It can be seen from Figure 8a that

$$\omega_z = \dot{\phi} + \dot{\gamma} \cos \theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

Second consider the angular rate $\omega_y$ about the $\hat{y}_v$ axis and note the following (refer to Figure 7 and Figure 8b):

1) $\dot{\phi}$ is perpendicular to $\hat{y}_v$.
2) $\dot{\theta}$ is in the same plane as $\hat{y}_v$ and $\zeta$.
3) $\dot{\gamma}$ is out of the plane of $\hat{y}_v$ and $\zeta$.

From Figure 8b the following result is obtained:

$$\omega_y = \dot{\gamma} \sin \theta \cos \theta - \dot{\theta} \sin \phi.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

Finally considering the angular rate $\omega_x$ about the $\hat{x}_v$ axis, we can make the following observations (refer to Figure 7 and Figure 8c):

1) $\dot{\phi}$ is perpendicular to $\hat{x}_v$.
2) $\dot{\theta}$ is in the same plane as $\hat{x}_v$ and $\zeta$.
3) $\dot{\gamma}$ is not in the same plane as $\hat{x}_v$ and $\zeta$.

From Figure 8c the following equation is formulated:

$$\omega_x = \dot{\gamma} \sin \theta \sin \phi + \dot{\theta} \cos \phi.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

Combining (2.29), (2.30) and (2.31) the following matrix equation is formed:
Figure 8

Geometric resolution of Euler angle rates to spacecraft angular rates.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\omega}_x \\
\dot{\omega}_y \\
\dot{\omega}_z
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
\sin{\theta}\sin{\varphi} & 0 & \cos{\theta} \\
\sin{\theta}\cos{\varphi} & 0 & -\sin{\theta} \\
\cos{\theta} & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\psi} \\
\dot{\varphi} \\
\dot{\theta}
\end{bmatrix} = Q
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\psi} \\
\dot{\varphi} \\
\dot{\theta}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.32)

To find the Euler angle rates as functions of the vehicle rates the inverse of Q is used, resulting in

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\psi} \\
\dot{\varphi} \\
\dot{\theta}
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\sin{\theta}}\begin{bmatrix}
\sin{\varphi} & \cos{\varphi} & 0 \\
-\sin{\varphi}\cos{\theta} & -\cos{\varphi}\cos{\theta}\sin{\theta} & \cos{\varphi}\sin{\theta} \\
\cos{\varphi}\sin{\theta} & -\sin{\varphi}\sin{\theta} & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\omega}_x \\
\dot{\omega}_y \\
\dot{\omega}_z
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.33)

It is important to clarify the difference between \(\omega_V\) and \(\omega\). \(\omega\) is a vector having the components of the spacecraft angular velocities about the vehicle axes (that is the angular velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the reference coordinates). \(\omega_V\) is a vector having the components of the spacecraft angular velocity with respect to the inertial frame. The difference lies in the angular velocity of the reference coordinates with respect to the inertial coordinates. This was found to be \(\omega_{VR}^\Delta\) in (2.4). Using (2.4) and (2.32) the relation between \(\omega_V\) and \(\omega\) is found to be

\[
\omega_V = \omega + C_{RV}
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
\omega_0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{bmatrix}
\omega_x \\
\omega_y \\
\omega_z
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\omega_0 \sin{\varphi}\sin{\theta} \\
\omega_0 \cos{\varphi}\sin{\theta} \\
\omega_0 \cos{\theta}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (2.34)
Chapter 3
SYSTEM SIMULATION AND CONTROLLER STRUCTURE

In this chapter the equations for computer simulation of the spacecraft and control system are developed. A performance criteria, which is to be minimized by finding a set of optimum feedback parameters, is also developed.

3.1 Modeling the Spacecraft with Gyrorotquer Control

The basic equations needed to model a spacecraft with gyrorotquer control were developed and discussed in Chapter 2. These equations are now applied to the design of the specific Manned Orbital Space Station problem as stated in Chapter 1. It is desirable to find a control system which will drive the vehicle angular rates about the $\dot{\hat{x}}_V$ and $\dot{\hat{y}}_V$ axes to zero. The rate about the $\dot{\hat{x}}_V$ axis is kept at a constant value, $\omega_{X0} = 1/3$ radians/second and $\dot{\omega}_{X0} = 0$.

In applying the theory to the present problem several assumptions are made to simplify the equations that are used. For the purpose of clarity these approximations plus others made in the previous chapter are given below:

1) The principle axes of the spacecraft and the gyros are chosen as coordinate axes.

2) The centers of mass of the vehicle and gyrorotquer units are assumed to be at the same point. This point is chosen as the common origin of all the coordinate axes.

3) The reference coordinates are chosen to be the same as the inertial coordinates. Therefore $\omega_0 = 0$.

4) The gyrorotquer units are all identical, and all gyros are spinning
at the same speed. $\Omega_y$ is a large number compared to the angular rates, $\dot{\omega}_y$.

5) The response speed of the gimbal drive motors is much faster than the spacecraft response. Therefore, the motor dynamics can be neglected.

6) The response time of the sensors can be neglected and therefore is represented by scalars.

7) Because the rates about the $\hat{\chi}_v$ and $\hat{\beta}_v$ axes are to be driven to zero, it is assumed $\dot{\omega}_{yv}$ and $\dot{\omega}_{zv}$ will be small at all times.

8) The vehicle moments of inertia, $I_v$, are much greater than the gyro-gimbal moments of inertia, $J_v$.

Applying the above assumptions, two important equations in Chapter 2 can be simplified in the following manner:

(2.18) becomes

\[
\tau_{XT} = 2\dot{\omega}_{yv}\sin\beta J_{yr} \Omega_y
\]

\[
\tau_{YT} = 2J_{yv}\dot{\omega}_{yv}\sin^2\beta - 2\omega_{xv}J_{yr} \Omega_y \sin\beta + 2J_{zv} \Omega_y \cos^2\beta \tag{3.1}
\]

\[
\tau_{ZT} = 2J_{y} \dot{\omega}_{y} \cos^2\beta + 2J_{zv} \Omega_y \cos\beta
\]

and (2.34) becomes

\[
\dot{\omega}_y = \dot{\omega} \tag{3.2}
\]

Since no attempt is made to control the spin $\omega_x$, no gyrotorquer unit is required on the $\hat{\chi}_v$ axis. Making the proper permutation of subscripts in (3.1), and remembering $\dot{\omega}_{xv} = 0$, the torque equations for the gyrotorquer unit on the $\hat{\beta}_v$ axis can be obtained:
\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_{ZT} &= 2\omega_{X0}\sin\alpha J_{Xr}\Omega_x \\
\tau_{XT} &= 2\omega_{ZV} J_{Xr}\Omega_x\sin\alpha \\
\tau_{YT} &= 2J_r\dot{\omega}_V\cos^2 \alpha + 2\dot{\Omega}_z J_r\Omega_z \cos \alpha.
\end{align*}
\]

Combining (3.1), (3.3), and (2.23); adding the disturbance torque vector, \(\tau_d\); and noting that

\[J_{Xr} = J_{Yr} = J_r\]

\[\Omega_x = \Omega_y = \Omega\]

and

\[I_x \gg J_r\]

the following combined gyrotorquer and vehicle equations are found:

\[
\begin{align*}
J_r \dot{\omega}_r + (I_X - I_Z)\omega_z\omega_y &= \tau_{dY} + 2J_r\Omega(\omega_X \sin \beta - \dot{\alpha} \cos \alpha) \\
I_z \dot{\omega}_y - (I_X - I_Y)\omega_x\omega_z &= \tau_{dZ} - 2J_r\Omega(\omega_X \sin \alpha + \dot{\beta} \cos \beta).
\end{align*}
\]

Inserting the constant values and simplifying, the nonlinear state equations in normal form are

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\omega}_Y &= 1.01 \times 10^{-7} [\tau_{dY} - 7.6 \times 10^6 \omega_Z \omega_{X0} + 5 \times 10^4 (\omega_{X0} \sin \beta - \dot{\alpha} \cos \alpha)] \\
\dot{\omega}_Z &= 1.10 \times 10^{-7} [\tau_{dZ} + 7.6 \times 10^6 \omega_X \omega_{Y0} - 5 \times 10^4 (\omega_{X0} \sin \alpha + \dot{\beta} \cos \beta)].
\end{align*}
\]

No attempt will be made to linearize these equations because the expected values of the angles \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) may be too large so that linear approximations of sine and cosine cannot be made.

Finally the change in the spacecraft attitude is going to be measured.

The initial attitude is such that the reference axes and the vehicle axes
are coincident. This requires that \( \psi_0, \theta_0, \) and \( \phi_0 \) equal \( 0, \frac{\pi}{2}, \) and \( 0 \) radians respectively. The actual attitude can be found using (2.33), which is expanded, simplified, and put in the normal form here:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\psi} &= \frac{\omega_x \sin \phi + \omega_y \cos \phi}{\sin \theta} \\
\dot{\phi} &= -\omega_x \sin \phi \cot \theta - \omega_y \cos \phi \cot \theta + \omega_z \\
\dot{\theta} &= \omega_x \cos \phi - \omega_y \sin \phi .
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.6)

3.2 Controller Design and Performance Criteria

The response of the spacecraft due to the summation of disturbance torques and the torques produced by the gyros is expressed mathematically in (3.5). The torque due to the gyrotorquer units depends on the change in the angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). A control law must be chosen which provides the proper feedback from the vehicle angular rates to the position angles of the gyrotorquers in order to obtain the desired system response.

The control law was chosen to be of the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\alpha} &= -K_1 \omega_y + K_2 \omega_z \\
\dot{\beta} &= -K_3 \omega_z + K_4 \omega_y .
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.7)

The parameters \( K_1, K_2, K_3, \) and \( K_4 \) are the feedback elements to be optimized.

It is assumed that the gimbal drive motor dynamics may be neglected. Therefore angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are related to the drive motor voltages by

\[
\begin{align*}
V_1 &= K_1 \alpha \\
V_2 &= K_3 \beta .
\end{align*}
\]  

(3.8)
Assuming the maximum available voltage is 500 volts, the parameters $K_1$ and $K_3$ will be limited to 500 volts/radian, and angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ will be limited to 1 radian. This is reasonable to assume, because for angles of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ greater than $\frac{\pi}{2}(=1.57)$ radians the gyrotorquer units are no longer adequate for control purposes.

It now remains to determine an optimum set of the feedback parameters $K_1$, $K_2$, $K_3$, and $K_4$. To use the modern approach in finding an adequate set of parameter values, a performance criteria must be defined mathematically. This function is either maximized or minimized with respect to the four parameters during the optimization procedure.

There are many criteria by which the system response may be examined. However, since many of the system components have already been chosen, the possible criteria are somewhat reduced. An examination of the problem shows the following three important factors:

1) Once a disturbance has occurred, and the vehicle has obtained non-zero $w_Y$ and $w_Z$, the system should reduce these rates to zero as rapidly as possible.

2) The angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ must not exceed 1 radian.

3) Because $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are approximately linearly related to the voltage and therefore to the power required, they should be kept as small as possible.

The above conditions indicate that it is adequate to apply a quadratic performance index of the form

$$I = \int (q_1 w_Y^2 + q_2 w_Z^2 + r_1 \alpha^2 + r_2 \beta^2) \, dt \quad (3.9)$$

The closer the rates $w_Y$ and $w_Z$ and the angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are to zero, the
nearer the actual response is to the ideal response of zero radians/second
for \( \omega_Y \) and \( \omega_Z \) given any disturbance. Therefore the optimum set of para-
meters will produce a minimum of the performance index.

Two actual physical situations were investigated. The first case is
one in which a pulse-like disturbance causes the space station to obtain
initial rates of \( \omega_Y = 0.002 \) radians/second and \( \omega_Z = 0.001 \) radians/second.
In the second case involving zero initial angular rates for \( \omega_Y \) and \( \omega_Z \), a
disturbance torque of 1,000 foot-pounds is applied about the \( \hat{y} \) axis for
two seconds. For both cases the purpose of the control system is to reduce
the angular rates to zero as quickly as possible with angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) both
initially zero.

Appropriate penalty weighting of the rates with respect to the angles
was found to be
\[
q_1 = q_2 = 1.0 \times 10^8 \\
\]
\[
\mu_1 = \mu_2 = 1.0 \\
\]
for the first case, and
\[
q_1 = q_2 = 1.0 \times 10^{10} \\
\]
\[
\mu_1 = \mu_2 = 1.0 \\
\]
for case two. Finally the initial starting values for the parameters were
found to be [4]
\[
K_1 = 360.0 \\
K_2 = 1600.0 \\
K_3 = 360.0 \\
K_4 = 0.0 .
\]
Chapter 4

THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

There are many methods of calculating optimum parameters [5, 6]. When numerical methods and the high speed digital computer are employed, a strategy for making estimates of the parameter values must be devised. Three of the more familiar methods are the following: gradient, Newton-Raphson, and steepest descent methods. However, a fourth method which eliminates some of the convergence problems of the above three methods and locates an extremal point within a bounded space was developed by H. H. Rosenbrock [7]. A FORTRAN program written by James E. Heller using Rosenbrock's rotating coordinate technique was applied as the search technique.

The results of the optimization for case one, where initially $\omega_Y = 0.002$ radians/second and $\omega_Z = 0.001$ radians/second, are illustrated in Figure 9. All four photographs contain the trajectories of $\omega_Y$ and $\omega_Z$ plotted versus time in seconds for various parameter values. $\omega_Y$ is the "solid" plot, and $\omega_Z$ is the "dotted" plot. The scales of the axes remain the same throughout the series, having 0.001 radians/second for each division on the vertical axis and 1 second per division on the horizontal axis. The total time shown on each plot is thirty seconds. The value of the performance indices given for the following parameters is the value at the end of thirty seconds.

For the initial values of the parameters

\[ K_1 = 360.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1600.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 360.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 0.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
Figure 9

Spacecraft angular rates versus time for different values of the feedback parameters for case one in which $\omega_y$ and $\omega_z$ have initial non-zero values.
Figure 9 (Continued)
the system was highly unstable and did not lead to an accurate computer solution. In Figure 9a the parameter values were

\[ K_1 = 247.5 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1605.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 247.5 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 0.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]

The value of the performance index was 1659.511. It should be noted that the system was going unstable after thirty seconds. Figure 9b shows the response for the parameter values

\[ K_1 = 259.6 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1344.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 259.6 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 0.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]

resulting in a value for the performance index of 333.2595. Similarly for Figure 9c where

\[ K_1 = 380.976 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1415.232 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 189.950 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 3.256 \text{ volts/radian} \]

the performance index value equals 201.569. In Figure 9d the parameters were

\[ K_1 = 500.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1394.219 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 129.186 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 24.21006 \text{ volts/radian} \]

These were found to be an optimum set for the given performance index and parameter boundaries. The final performance index value was 115.6383. After
thirty seconds $\omega_Y = 1.21 \times 10^{-4}$ radians/second and $\omega_Z = -8.7 \times 10^{-5}$ radians/second. The resulting change in the attitude angles were

$\Delta\gamma = 0.0$ radians
$\Delta\varphi = -0.0037$ radians
$\Delta\Theta = 3.72$ radians.

The large change in $\Theta$ is due to the controlled spinning of the vehicle about the $\hat{x}_V$ axis.

It should be noted that the set of parameters found give a suboptimal control system. The upper bound of 500 volts/radian given to $K_1$ was reached. In the optimization procedure, however, $K_1$ was not allowed to take on values greater than this limit. If $K_1$ had been allowed to take on higher values, possibly the performance index would have had a lower value.

The maximum value of both $\omega_Y$ and $\omega_Z$ for the entire time was 0.77 radians, which indicates that a maximum of 386 volts is required to drive the gyro-gimbals. This voltage is well within the allowed range.

From the plots it is noted that during the initial two seconds high accelerations occur about the $\hat{y}_V$ and $\hat{z}_V$ axes. Further investigations should be conducted to see if these accelerations are within acceptable limits or not. One method attempting to reduce these accelerations would be to include a penalty for high angular accelerations in the performance index.

Similar photographs in Figure 10 were taken during the design for case two in which a 1,000 foot-pound disturbance torque is applied for two seconds about the $\hat{x}_V$ axis beginning at one second. As in Figure 9, the photographs show the $\omega_Y$ and $\omega_Z$ trajectories for a total time of thirty seconds. The horizontal scale remains the same at 1 second per division. However the vertical scale for all four plots has been changed to $1.0 \times 10^{-5}$ radians/second.
Figure 10

Spacecraft angular rates versus time for different values of the feedback parameters for case two in which a 1,000.0 foot-pound disturbance torque is applied for two seconds about the $\hat{\psi}$ axis.
Figure 10
(Continued)
for each division. The initial values of both $w_x$ and $w_z$ are zero.

Figure 10a is the response for the initial choice of the parameters,

\[ K_1 = 360.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1600.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 360.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 0.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]

resulting in a performance index equal to 19.7330. Figure 10b is the response when

\[ K_1 = 383.887 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1638.113 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 415.666 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 10.734 \text{ volts/radian} \]

and where the performance index equals 12.1553. Similarly for Figure 10c the parameter values were

\[ K_1 = 395.089 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1804.065 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 478.452 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 10.242 \text{ volts/radian} \]

and the performance index equaled 8.8318. Figure 10d shows the response from a set of parameters for which the performance index had a minimum value. The parameter values were

\[ K_1 = 500.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_2 = 1840.434 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_3 = 500.0 \text{ volts/radian} \]
\[ K_4 = 7.173 \text{ volts/radian} \]
and the performance index was 7.3367. As in the first case, the final parameters found result in high accelerations during the first three seconds, particularly for $\omega_x$. However, $\omega_y$ reduces much faster toward zero than $\omega_z$, resulting in angular rates of $1.47 \times 10^{-6}$ radians/second and $-1.109 \times 10^{-5}$ radians/second for $\omega_y$ and $\omega_z$ respectively after thirty seconds. As in case one an additional penalty for high angular rates in the performance index would possibly reduce the high initial acceleration and oscillatory response. The largest value of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ over the entire time was only 0.037 radians. Therefore, the boundary value of $K_1$ could be greatly increased and still retain the $\alpha K_1$ and $\beta K_3$ products below 500 volts. The resulting changes in the attitude angles were

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta Y &= -2.82 \times 10^{-4} \text{ radians} \\
\Delta \phi &= 3.03 \times 10^{-4} \text{ radians} \\
\Delta \theta &= 10.0 \text{ radians}.
\end{align*}
\]

Again the parameters found within the given boundaries result in a suboptimal control system because both $K_1$ and $K_3$ took on the boundary value of 500 volts/radian. When $K_1$ and $K_3$ were allowed to take on larger values, the value of the performance index did decrease.

The results have shown that with the aid of a high speed digital computer proper feedback parameters can be found for a system of nonlinear equations. This is done by finding a minimum or maximum of a mathematical performance index. However, the results also support the fact that in the general case, the values of the optimum set of parameters are highly dependent upon the system initial conditions and the forces acting on the system. Thus all expected combinations of initial conditions and disturbance torques must be examined before the final choice of parameters is made. Finally, the results also demonstrate the difficulty in defining the proper performance
index. In the two examples just given the angular accelerations were not penalized in the performance index. This resulted in a combination of parameters for which high accelerations occurred. Before a suitable set of parameters can be found, further investigation must be done involving several different performance indices as well as various expected initial conditions and system disturbances.
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SPACERCT ATTITUDE CONTROL USING FEEDBACK PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

In present day and future space missions, accurate spacecraft attitude control is a necessity. Before any photographs can be taken, instrument sighting performed, or trajectory corrections made the orientation of the spacecraft must be known and the desired attitude obtained. If solar cells are a source of power the solar panels must be pointed toward the sun. Radio communication is more efficient over interplanetary distances if highly directional antennas are used. Here again, proper vehicle orientation is required. To simulate artificial gravity in manned space stations a controlled angular rate about one axis is desired, while driving the angular rates about the other two axes to zero. The above indicate the importance of control systems aboard a space vehicle.
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